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Intermediate Training Test
1. Open the brackets and put verbs in a correct form.
1. Would you mind _______ (open) the window please? It is very hot here.
2. I ______ (go and buy) some bread if you need.
3. Do you mind if we ______ (visit) The National Museum tomorrow?
4. It's often ________ (use) for communication.
5. More and more people nowasays ________ (go) travelling these days.
6. I __________ (never miss) any lessons even if I felt ill.
7. Where _____ you ______ (go) if you win this lottery?
8. The boy said he _______ (not know) that lady.
9. As soon as we got to the station we ______ (phone) Jack.
10. Children _______ (not allow) to watch this film.
11. If he had stayed in his country, he ________ (achieve) good results in sport.
12. Smacking little kids should be _______ (make) illegal.
13. What really ________ (annoy) me is when there are big traffic jams.
14. If I had developed mytalents earlier, I _______ (become) a great manager by now!

2. Words with 3 letters only are missing from these sentences. Write them in.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A doctor is someone ______ treats people.
You've got _____ much coffee every day. It is not good for your health!
Would you mind trying a ______ of this delicious cake?
A _____ of people pass this exam nowadays.
How many spoons of flour do you put? One or _____ ?
Are there ______ complaints about the service?
Computers _____ likely to solve any kinds of problems in the future.
I forgot my passport at home. _____ that reason I had to come back.

3. Explain the following expressions and use them in your own sentences.
To go bald; to fit; to be out of date; to make an enquiry; to do overtime; to turn down the music; to
hold down the control key; to think the world of somone; to send somebody to prison; to place an
order; to find someone guilty; to get worse (the situation); therefore; besides; what's more; however;
also; although

